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  A true nonprescription Antiseptic doing what an Antiseptic is suppose to do and found to be safe and effective for direct consumer use based on the label monograph instructions. Please see some before Biocence and after photos when other methods where not successful:
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            My 87 year old mother has issues with healing and I was so excited to see 35 days this results! I sprayed biocence on her instantly at the hospital as it took them 4 hours to stitch or treat this. I was so glad I had it with me and she continued to use it. Thanks
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            Biocence In Use Assisting Doctors Healing Botanically And Naturally A War Vet Patient. After Months Of Suffering from Hospital Inquired Infections. Nothing was working!
Then (see below)
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            In Just Weeks! All New Growth Of New Skin And Closing Of The Wound.


          
        
      
        
      

    

  


  







  




























  
  








  
    CLICK HERE TO SHOP Biocence & SEE ALL SIZES
  







  
UPDATE: SCIENCE WITH PEER-REVIEWED STUDIES
.         ANTISEPTIC
.        ANALGESIC
·        ANTI-INFLAMATORY
·        ACCELERATED WOUND HEALING
20 years in development to harness the miraculous properties of botanicals. Plant based Biocence provides efficacy and bring a Botanical antiseptic prevention and treatment solution for you and your family without side effects to minimize those co-pay visits. 
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            Biocence 50ml bottle


          
        
      
        
      

    

  








  Click below for peer reviewed BSL3 data studiy























  
  








  
    Effects of Biocence W.S. Liquid Botanical Human OTC Drug (NDC# 59998). SARS-Related Coronavirus 2 in Suspension I Dilution Following a 30 Second Exposure Time
  







  SARS-CoV-2 on the skin
Your skin - especially the skin of your hands - may act as the biggest carrier of SARS-CoV-2. Research conducted at the United States Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases in July 2020 had indicated that SARS-CoV-2 can stay on the skin for eight hours to 14 days depending on the temperature. This study said that the virus survives on the skin for eight hours at 37 degrees Celsius, for about four days at 22 degrees Celsius and up to 14 days at 4 degrees Celsius. In other words, it suggested that the lower the temperature the higher the survival time of the virus on your skin.
SARS-CoV-2 on other surfaces
Your skin is a carrier and should be sanitized regularly, but you also need to keep other surfaces in mind - after all, we are all surrounded by high-touch surfaces, from door handles to remote controls and switchboards. The study mentioned above shows that the survival time of the SARS-CoV-2 virus on other surfaces like borosilicate glass, stainless steel and polystyrene was about eight times more than that of the flu virus. A number of other researches have also tried to identify how long the COVID-19 virus stays active on various surfaces and the following are some estimates to keep in mind.
	Metal: Five days

	Glass: Five days

	Ceramics: Five days

	Wood: Four days

	Plastic: Two to three days

	Stainless steel: Two to three days

	Cardboard: 24 hours

	Copper: Four hours

	Aluminium: Two to eight hours

	Paper: Depends on the type but usually lasts between a few minutes to about five days

	Fabrics: Depends on the type but all fabrics can be easily disinfected if washed and dried properly


The best way to avoid surface transmission is to clean and disinfect all surfaces, especially high-touch ones, regularly. 


Biocence is a unique, incomparable and “stand alone,” “Selective Antibacterial Botanical Antiseptic that has shown in repetitive 3rd party USA BSL 2, 3, and 4 independent laboratory challenges, its 30 second or less “kill times” on  pathogenic Bacterial/Fungal Phyla and VII viral groups, while supporting beneficial microbes. 
BIOCENCE Advance Wound Care Antiseptic. Made in The USA. A nonprescription medicine, has found to be safe and effective for direct consumer use based on the label instructions and warnings. 
Biocence is a Botanical Antiseptic Multi Use Microbial Selective Solution. Effective for many disorders caused by antimicrobial resistant (AMR) especially Infections of MRSA, Staph, Acinetobacter and Wound applications while it supports and nurtures beneficial microbes and is a healthier effective solution that is non-synthetic while reducing healthcare cost.
 Antiseptics Definition
An antiseptic is a substance which inhibits the growth and development of microorganisms. For practical purposes, antiseptics are routinely thought of as topical agents, for application to skin, mucous membranes, and inanimate objects, although a formal definition includes agents which are used internally, such as the urinary tract antiseptics.
Purpose
Antiseptics are a diverse class of drugs which are applied to skin surfaces or mucous membranes for their anti-infective effects. This may be either bacteriocidal or bacteriostatic. Their uses include cleansing of skin and wound surfaces after injury, preparation of skin surfaces prior to injections or surgical procedures, and routine disinfection of the oral cavity as part of a program of oral hygiene. Antiseptics are also used for disinfection of inanimate objects, including instruments and furniture surfaces.
Innovative Technology Award
Biocence has been hand-selected by an independent Wound Council which consist of seasoned RN Wound, Ostomy and Continence Nurses (WOCN) along with Clinician's, whom collectively concluded that Biocence demonstrates improved clinical outcomes to patients and there are no other similar products on the market. 

























  
  








  
    Effects of Biocence W.S. Liquid Botanical Human OTC Drug (NDC# 59998). SARS-Related Coronavirus 2 in Suspension I Dilution Following a 30 Second Exposure Time / Learn more
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            AMERICA's SOLDIERS, SAILORS. AIR FORCE SERVICE MEMBERS, AND MARINES NEED BIOCENCE, May 21, 2016
By
MG(Ret.)Richard S.
Verified Purchase
This review is from: Biocence Anti-pathogenic Selective Multi-use Advance Wound Care and Antiseptic Spray
The ARMY NEEDS BIOCENCE...the universal medical remedy to kill any/all known bacteria or germ, on contact, with no side effects. I am a 35-year-old Army veteran, Major General(RET,), and have used the oral/topical fluid for over 15 years while trying to have our ARMY get it throughout our own medical treatment umbrella...literally hundreds of thousands of lives will be made more livable and longer. Please accept this information as factual, truthful, and the only unbelievable medical treatment that is literally "too good to be true" simply because it is.
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  Contact Us
Biocence Technology
PO Box #1865
Prosper, TX. 75078
E-mail Us at our Contact Page.
Legal information.
Copyright 2024 BGP LLC. All Rights Reserved.























  
  









          

        
      

    


    
    
    
  